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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to explore the use of cognitive task analysis to inform the teaching of psychomotor skills and cognitive strategies in clinical tasks in dental education. Methods used were observing and videotaping an expert at one dental school thinking aloud while performing a specific preclinical task (in a simulated environment), interviewing the expert to probe deeper into his thinking processes, and applying the same procedures to analyze the performance of three second-year dental students who had recently learned the analyzed task and who represented a spectrum of their cohort’s ability to undertake the procedure. The investigators sought to understand how experts (clinical educators) and intermediates (trained students) overlapped and differed at points in the procedure that represented the highest cognitive load, known as “critical incidents.” Findings from this study and previous research identified possible limitations of current clinical teaching as a result of expert blind spots. These findings coupled with the growing evidence of the effectiveness of peer teaching suggest the potential role of intermediates in helping novices learn preclinical dentistry tasks.
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Cognitive task analysis is a method applied in a wide variety of disciplines to investigate the thought processes and discrete actions behind performance of a task. Although task analytic methods have been around since before World War I,1 this methodology has rarely been used to study clinical tasks in dentistry.

The aim of our study was to understand whether cognitive task analysis can help dental educators systematically identify the steps and critical incidents in performing a preclinical dental task. Understanding the discrete steps involved in a task and identifying the areas that present high cognitive challenge can potentially provide important information to educators in designing curriculum, instruction, and assessment that further support students to better master the overall procedure. In this pilot study, we applied cognitive task analysis to an operative dentistry procedure being taught at The University of British Columbia Faculty of Dentistry. Specifically, we explored the cognitive processes and steps involved in undertaking a Class II wax carving by observing and interviewing an expert (a clinical educator) and three second-year dental students trained in the task (thus called “intermediates” because their expertise was between that of the educators and untrained students). Our goal was to understand where these participants’ struggles with this task overlapped (if at all). Analysis of the procedures performed by our participants and of the interview transcripts led us to the literature on peer teaching and expert blind spots and helped us identify the potential contribution of intermediates in facilitating student learning of preclinical dentistry tasks.

Defining Cognitive Task Analysis

Cognitive task analysis (CTA) is a family of methods for studying and describing reasoning and knowledge.2 It has been used to isolate the various incidents embedded in a particular procedure or task (e.g., performing an appendectomy or undertaking a root canal treatment on a molar) and to identify the elements of the task with the highest cognitive load.3
In a typical CTA study, an expert talks through what she is doing in a particular task and the reasons for her actions. In subsequent analysis of the transcript from the session, researchers isolate the incidents (or steps) and assess cognitive load. An example of applying CTA to uncover the reasoning process in clinical diagnosis is shown in Figure 1. Drawing on insights from neuroscience and cognitive science, cognitive task analysis suggests tasks that take the largest cognitive load can be identified by someone slowing down, hesitating, or pausing in her speech. These places are called “critical incidents.” CTA has proven useful to capture the incidents that make up a task. For example, one study found that surgeons’ descriptions of how to insert a femoral artery shunt were 70% more accurate when captured using CTA than with free recall. A number of studies have utilized this approach to inform teaching and curriculum development in the health sciences. The thinking is that, by distilling the separate steps and the places where an expert struggles, we can develop more appropriate teaching tools for novices.

There are very few published studies of CTA in dentistry. A basic search in Medline conducted in November 2013 returned only two articles and one poster presented at the American Dental Education Association (ADEA) Annual Session & Exhibition. In an article published in 2000, Cameron et al. reported on their study that used a CTA to identify all the knowledge and tasks that are important to dental hygiene. In isolating these discrete tasks, the authors designed nine cases, expecting that the solutions would differ depending on whether the participant was an expert, competent, or novice dental hygienist. Interviews to capture solutions to the cases confirmed that respondents differed in nine areas (gathering and using information, formulating problems and investigating hypotheses, communication and language, scripting behavior, ethics, patient assessment, treatment planning, treatment, and evaluation) on the basis of their professional perspective. This research enabled the creation of a simulation exam to test dental hygienists’ competence in those nine areas.

![Map of Concepts and Hypotheses Formulated to Determine an Oral Clinical Diagnosis (Expert #5)](source)

**Figure 1. Sequence of reasoning underlying an oral clinical diagnosis**

In another article, Crespo et al. described their evaluation of the differences in dental practitioners’ diagnostic reasoning processes depending on their levels of expertise. Practitioners were asked to determine the diagnosis of an oral condition based on a clinical case. The researchers found that cognitive processes and reasoning differed depending on experience; for example, “experts [but not novices] evidenced cognitive diagnostic schemas that integrate pathophysiology of disease” (p. 1235). Finally, the poster abstract reported on a study utilizing CTA to identify cognitive activity of dentists reviewing patient information for diagnosis and treatment planning purposes. From these authors’ research, they were able to identify the steps taken by dental experts in this process (information retrieval followed by information analysis and then hypothesis generation during treatment planning).

In other health sciences, CTA has been used to inform teaching. One article in medicine described the use of CTA to create performance assessments for intraoperative decision making, and another reported on how CTA was used to create a simulation-based training for medical tasks. Also in the field of medicine, a 2008 article used CTA to capture the steps of three surgical practitioners and educators performing a colonoscopy to identify relevant steps and decision points. The researchers found that the participants often omitted some of the steps when they were engaged in traditional teaching, so the results of the CTA informed how this procedure could be taught in the future. Similarly, in veterinary medicine, researchers have reported on how CTA was useful in defining the technical and cognitive steps required to both perform and teach bovine dystocia.

In other studies, researchers explored how teaching methods derived from CTA might affect student learning in medicine. For example, the curriculum for a laboratory course on central venous catheterization (CVC) was amended based on the result of a CTA. The new curriculum resulted in improvement in the technical skills of new surgical interns. In a similar study, Campbell et al. examined the effects of a CTA-informed curriculum on teaching open cricothyrotomy. While this article provides little detail on the revised curriculum, it reports that the CTA-informed curriculum resulted in an increase in students’ self-confidence and ability to perform a cricothyrotomy. Along with suggestions for teaching, learning, and curriculum, another study offered implications for patient care. In emergency medicine, a study examined paramedics’ handling of cognitive challenges related to sense-making and task management in two challenging scenarios. The authors found that the expert paramedics used their basic level emergency medical technician partners more than expected, which could lead to provision of more advanced level care for patients in both scenarios.

In all these studies in dentistry and other health sciences, researchers have focused especially on experts’ decision making, clinical skills, and cognitive processes, mostly to the benefit of improved student learning. While we do not disagree that experts generally use sounder judgment in differential diagnoses, show more adept communication skills, and have tacit, embodied knowledge of how to perform surgical tasks, we also argue for the role of intermediates in exploring the steps involved in a task and its critical incidents. While intermediates are likely to make more mistakes than experts, these mistakes can shed light on which areas of a procedure are more challenging to learn. In our study, the experts were clinical educators who had practiced more than five years; the intermediates were students who had completed formal learning of a specific clinical task; and the novices were students who had not begun formal clinical training in that specific task.

Methods

This research received approval from The University of British Columbia ethics board (approval number H11-01253). The study took place in several stages.

First was the selection of the task and the experts. We spoke to all educators in the Faculty of Dentistry at our university who taught in the areas of operative dentistry and endodontics to determine the best clinical tasks to analyze. We sought to identify tasks that contained core cognitive and psychomotor elements necessary to the particular procedure that would also be transferable to a number of other clinical dentistry procedures. After many conversations, we decided to focus on a Class II wax carving restoration of tooth 25 (an upper left second premolar in the international numbering system). This procedure encompasses a number of steps within a task requiring various psychomotor and cognitive capabilities. The instructor responsible for teaching this task was asked to be Dental Expert 1 (DE1), and the director of clinical education was asked to serve as Dental Expert 2 (DE2).
Next, DE$_1$ performed the task three times in the clinic, from preparation of the wax to the final output, using a mannequin head set up on a dental chair as a simulated patient. The entire procedure took him an average of five minutes to perform. Throughout this procedure, the expert talked through what he was doing and sometimes why (e.g., instrument choice, particular part of the tooth, description of the actual carving/motion of instrument, and rationale behind decisions). This is a classic CTA approach. The task performance was filmed both intraorally (using a Futudent camera mounted on the bridge of the clinician’s loupes; Novocam Medical Innovations Oy Ltd., Helsinki, Finland) and from a distance with a regular video camera focusing on the clinician. The procedure was filmed three times to ensure consistency. The footage of one performance from both videos was merged and edited (see Figure 2 for a screenshot of the merged video). The audio from the video was transcribed by a professional transcriber. The merged video and transcribed procedure were sent to DE$_1$ for his review.

The third part of the study involved an interview between the two experts. The merged/edited video was sent to the second dental expert (DE$_2$) along with the transcript. DE$_2$ was asked to watch the video along with the transcription, to make a task timeline of the key parts of the procedure, and to note where he witnessed pauses, slowing down, and hesitations (potential critical incidents). DE$_2$ sent this timeline to DE$_1$ for review. Following this, an interview was set up between DE$_1$ and DE$_2$. In this video recorded interview, DE$_2$ asked DE$_1$ his overall thoughts on how someone would best learn the procedure, the places he felt students struggled, the skills associated with competent performance of the task, etc. In the second part of the interview, the merged video of the Class II wax carving was shown. DE$_2$ stopped at all the places in the video that corresponded with the critical incidents he had earlier identified. In each place, DE$_2$ asked DE$_1$ to reflect on why he thought he paused, hesitated, or slowed down. Not all previously labelled critical incidents were deemed as such by DE$_1$. Some pauses seemed to correspond with getting used to speaking, thinking about how to communicate on camera, or reflecting on how to break down the task so it would be most meaningful for student learning. In fact, only around 30% of the pauses, hesitations, and moments of slowing down appeared to relate to increases in cognitive load in a particular part of the task. The timeline was thus amended to highlight the true critical incidents.

Figure 2. Screenshot of cognitive task analysis video

Note: The larger intraoral view was filmed by a camera mounted on the bridge of the clinician’s eyeglasses. The smaller frontal clinician operating view was filmed using a video camera. These two films were merged to create a cognitive task analysis video.
Results

The results of this study showed little overlap between the critical incidents of the expert (a clinical educator) and the intermediates (the three dental students), mainly because there were so few critical incidents uncovered in the performance of the dental expert (DE). However, all four agreed that one part of the task had the highest cognitive load: carving of the marginal ridge of the tooth. This part of the task resulted in slowing down and pauses for the expert and the three students. There was a great deal of overlap in the three intermediates’ critical incidents,
which were not shared by the expert. These parts of the process involved carving the pits, moving from the lingual/palatal to the buccal side of the mouth, and angulating the reflective vision/mirror on the buccal side of the mouth. Issues with angulation and mirror positioning were identified by the dental expert in our interview as a possible place of challenge for students, but did not comprise any of his critical incidents.

What initially looked like critical incidents (places of slowing down, pausing, or hesitation) for the intermediates and expert sometimes turned out to be related to other factors; this was especially true for the expert. For example, it appears that 70% of the initially identified critical incidents of the expert were due to what he defined as “trying to make a teaching video,” including using language students would find most useful, making sure the camera captured the appropriate field of operation, getting used to wearing the intraoral camera, or thinking about what to say. For the students, in about 25% of the initially identified critical incidents, they slowed down in their speaking as they were grasping for the technical name of an instrument or part of the tooth, which was unrelated to what they were actually doing in their carving at the time. Searching for words places a larger cognitive load on the non-expert, as students are still learning the nomenclature; however, this load cannot be identified with one point in the procedure being more challenging than another.

The intermediates also concurred in their suggestions of what worked in learning the procedure. Completely independently and unprompted, all three dental students mentioned the crucially important role a peer-mentor had played in their learning of this procedure. This peer-mentor was an upper-level (third- or fourth-year) student who was assigned to the clinic floor. What these students seemed to appreciate most was the mentor’s modelling of the procedure and provision of immediate feedback. The participants mentioned in their interviews that they were able to film one of the peer-mentors performing the procedure, which included his explaining what he was doing and why (almost like a CTA). In the students’ interviews, they informed us that the Mp4 video file of the procedure was in circulation and was of great help to them and their peers. The students remarked that their peers who were just above them could tell stories of what they had struggled with in learning to carve wax and perform a Class II restoration and how they overcame those challenges. In contrast, the expert revealed that, while he identified the marginal ridge as difficult to learn, he did not identify the other areas noted by the intermediates and revealed by the video to constitute critical incidents and could not really remember what worked for him in learning the procedure.

Discussion

Given the predominance of the master-apprentice tradition in teaching clinical dentistry, the role of a non-competent dental student as clinical teacher may seem like a weak alternative, at best, compared to a master dentist apprenticing a novice. However, our research suggests that dental students who have recently learned a clinical task could greatly help novices learn that task. Peer teaching is not new and should not be confused with Lasry et al.’s peer instruction model, which features groups of novices learning together through making their thinking visible and collectively working through possible solutions. Peer teaching in our study refers to a method in which a student who has mastered a concept/skill teaches another who is a novice in that concept/skill. Our CTA study suggests a potential role for intermediate-novice peer teaching, in which a slightly more competent peer (an intermediate) can scaffold the learning of a novice. This concept relates to previous research that found dental students preferred an apprenticeship model to assist them in mastering clinical dentistry. In our interview data, the student participants reported that the second-year students felt enriched in their clinical dentistry learning from the peer teaching of third- and fourth-year students, their previous lectures relevant to the learning tasks, the modeling and feedback from their clinical instructor, and their own practice, trials, and errors.

In reviewing our findings, consulting the literature, and talking to other dental faculty members, we have become more and more aware of the “expert blind spots” in teaching novices. That is, experts often do not make the same mistakes as novices, will not experience the same cognitive load, and may indeed be blind to the areas novices struggle with in learning a task, having learned it often decades earlier. This may potentially impact both teaching—how and what is taught—and student learning.

In an empirical study of math education, for example, Nathan and Koedinger found that high school teachers can overestimate the accessibility of symbol-based representations and procedures for students learning introductory algebra. Nathan
and Petrosino claimed that “think aloud reports from experts and novices show that experts are less likely to have access to memory traces of their cognitive processes when engaged in tasks within their domain of expertise... it can make them blind to the processes of novices who are struggling to understand new ideas during their constructive learning process.”18 While it appears to be the case that experts can tap into their processes more in a CTA compared to free recall,4 there may still be gaps. Nathan et al. argued that, “among novices, [cognitive] processes are deliberate and stepwise, and so they leave a memory trace which is more likely to be inspectable and verbalizable.”20 Cognitive task analysis studies of experts only would be limited in their ability to identify critical incidents or those places in a task that might constitute the largest cognitive load for novices or near-novices. As shown in our research, a dental expert no longer experiences the same critical incidents as intermediates. For example, mirror angulation is a challenge for most new dental students and is indicated by slowing down and pausing in speech in executing a clinical dentistry task. In our expert’s performance, the cognitive load no longer appears high, and a student viewing a CTA of an expert may consequently fail to understand that this is a critical incident in learning. Of course, it is possible that a different expert may reveal a different set of critical incidents in the task we studied. Therefore, a much larger number of experts and intermediates is needed to test the generalizability of this observation.

The expert blind-spot, it appears, is in large part an issue of memory. As Redelmeier and Kahneman21 and Miron-Shatz et al.22 have noted, we base our memory of pain on two things: its intensity (not its duration) and the outcome. We may forget how painful something was as long as the worst moments were not absolutely terrible. Furthermore, we forget about this pain because of a favorable outcome. Experienced dentists all learned to perform expected clinical tasks, and the “hard parts” that took more effort are pretty much forgotten with time. It is important to note that experienced teachers do not solely rely on their memory in teaching and are attuned to the difficulties students may have and draw attention to them. However, in performing a procedure, even good clinical educators may not always be aware of all the areas in which a novice may struggle. Furthermore, videos of experts performing dental procedures can be misleading as they do not alert novices to the main parts of a task that cause the highest cognitive load in a learner.

Another challenge we find in master practitioners who are teaching novices is that the experts may expect the students to be as they were. In exploring the expert blind spot in English teachers, Nathan et al. note, “as successful students themselves, [these teachers] expected their students to be as knowledgeable and as interested in literature as they remembered themselves being.”20 Not every dental student is the same: some are knowledgeable, some are faster, some slower, some more motivated by external rewards, some perfectionists, others not. While great dental educators have—and do—work to overcome these blind spots, others may need assistance and targeted faculty development to support them in this endeavor.

The peer teaching research also asserts the invaluable experiences intermediates will gain from teaching novices. Similar to dental education, medical education has a long tradition of expert-apprentice arrangements to train future doctors. In a large-scale literature review of peer teaching in the medical education field, Cate and Durning23 argued that peer teaching is widely discussed but rarely developed in medical curricula regardless of its associated strong evidence in supporting learning. This process resembles the medieval German concept of the journeyman (Geselle). After the Geselle completed an apprenticeship, he was expected to travel around to practice in order to develop expertise in what he was trained, and he was also permitted to teach based on the idea that through teaching he can begin to perfect his learned skills and knowledge. An intentionally structured “cognitive journeyman” in clinical dentistry (i.e., pairing upper-year students with lower-year students) may thus help both the intermediates and the novices. Our purpose here is not to deny the importance of an expert-novice paradigm. With our findings from CTA, however, we want to expand the discussion to include an intermediate-novice pair mentorship model.

There were certain limitations to this study. First, we chose to analyze a preclinical task instead of a clinical one mainly because it is not as easy to repeatedly perform a clinical task three times with equivalent conditions (e.g., the right kind of clinical condition of patient). It is likely that applying CTA to a clinical environment may help uncover even more interesting factors that can affect performance of the task. Second, we studied only one dental educator and three intermediates, which can make the outcomes of this study limited in their generalizability. Repeated study of more dental experts and intermediates may
help ascertain the power of CTA as a tool to assist preclinical and clinical dental education.

Conclusion

Based on our reading of previous research and on the results obtained from this study, we believe that CTA is a method that allows us to make the hidden visible in breaking down a task. The method has proven useful in many health professions for the development of more accurate, comprehensive, and tailored teaching materials for students. However, most studies have focused either solely on experts or have failed to further explore the contribution of knowing how intermediates perform a procedure and where their critical incidents lie. In our pilot study, we found CTA useful in systematically identifying cognitively challenging incidents in performing a Class II wax carving in a simulated environment. Our inclusion of intermediates, to compare their critical incidents with those of the expert, led us to the research on peer teaching and expert blind spots. As a result, we think the inclusion of intermediate-novice pairs or alternative forms of utilizing intermediates in teaching preclinical dentistry may be helpful in dental education. We also hope that, through our use of CTA in a task of restorative clinical dentistry, researchers will explore CTA in other dental areas and examine both experts and intermediates to further understand where experts’ blind spots occur, where intermediates and experts overlap in their critical incidents, and, most importantly, how teaching approaches, curriculum, and assessment design can be reformed to better help dental students identify their struggles in learning particular psychomotor tasks and work through them as they move from novice to mastery.
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